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Abstract: Both sorting on public goods and tastes for segregation contribute to the persistence of
segregation in America. Incorporating Schelling’s (1969, 1971) concept of “neighborhood tipping” into
a two-stage equilibrium sorting model, in which both neighborhood demographic composition and
public goods (e.g., environmental quality) affect households’ residential location choice, this study
investigates how preferences for neighborhood demographic composition could obscure the role
of exogenous public goods on segregation. The results reveal that non-white households face
higher level of exposure to air pollution, suggesting the presence of environmental injustice in
Franklin County, OH. Using a counterfactual scenario of switching off heterogeneous taste for
environmental quality, this study identifies that sorting on Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) emissions
drives little correlations between emissions and demographics. However, when taste parameters of
the interactions between neighborhood demographic composition and household race are eliminated,
segregation (as measured by over-exposure to households of the same race) of black and white
households decreases by 7.63% and 16.36%, respectively, and own-race neighbor preferences
contribute to segregation differently according to household income. These results may help explain
some recent puzzles in the relationship between environmental quality and demographics.

Keywords: environmental hazards; racial segregation; endogenous demographic composition;
equilibrium sorting model

1. Introduction

Racial inequality and residential segregation, which play an important role in social
sustainability, remain a significant social concern in the United States. Segregation leads to
vastly unequal neighborhoods, with minority households (especially African American) living in
socioeconomically-and environmentally-disadvantaged neighborhoods. Addressing this important
topic, researchers have investigated the social mechanisms driving segregation. In the economics
literature, the most influential explanatory frameworks are Tiebout-type models and Schelling-type
social interaction models [1]. After Tiebout’s [2] seminal work suggesting that households move into
the community that maximizes their utility with regard to taxes and bundle of local public goods,
researchers have shown how sorting on public goods can result in segregation. The association
of an unequal ability to pay for public goods, and varying patterns of preferences leads to the
segregation of similar households across different neighborhoods [3–5]. Schelling-type social
interaction models follow Schelling’s [6,7] “spatial proximity model”, which specified a spatial setup in
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which households care about the ethnic or social composition of their own local neighborhood [8]. From
this perspective, economists examined the role of preferences for neighborhood racial composition
(tastes for segregation/integration), and showed that the dynamics of neighborhood “tipping” can
force segregated outcomes—wherein white households flee neighborhoods once they became majority
minorities [9,10].

Although demonstrated in the existing literature that both sorting on public goods and preferences
for segregation/integration contribute to the persistence of segregation, studies of sorting on public
goods have tended to ignore the potential role of sorting over endogenous demographics while
studies of racial interaction have tended to ignore the potential role of sorting over public goods and
other locational amenities. On the one hand, when making residential choices, minority households
may face different constraints and have different preferences than white households. These different
constraints and preferences may interact with localized environmental amenities/disamenities, leading
to disproportionate exposure to various environmental hazards by minorities in residential housing
choices [7,8]. On the other hand, reducing environmental inequality between races may actually
increase segregation, since wealthier minority households no longer need to live in white-dominated
neighborhoods to take advantage of high-level environmental quality. Considering both the roles of
public goods sorting and tastes for segregation, this study aims: (1) to examine the relationship between
location-specific environmental amenities/disamenities and racial and socioeconomic characteristics;
and (2) to investigate different roles of heterogeneous preferences for public goods (environmental
quality) and tastes for segregation in driving current segregation patterns. A good understanding of
segregation mechanisms will be helpful to achieve social equity and cohesion through public policies.

This study advances the literature in two ways. Firstly, a structural model, other than the
Difference-in-Difference models applied by Banzhaf and Walsh [3] and Gamper-Rabindran et al. [9],
is employed in this study. Incorporating Schelling’s [10,11] idea of “neighborhood tipping”
into a two-stage equilibrium sorting model, both neighborhood demographic composition and
location-specific environmental quality affect households’ residential location decision. The second
contribution of this study is to use counterfactual simulations to examine the extent to which
heterogeneous preferences for environmental quality and tastes for segregation drive current
segregation patterns. There is an abundance of evidence indicating that communities with fewer
socioeconomic resources and those with higher proportions of minority households are more likely
to be subject to greater environmental burdens [3,12–15]. Based on this fact, if one considers only
sorting on public goods, improving environmental quality of the dirty neighborhoods should reduce
segregation. However, the opposite may also be true if segregation is driven more by demographic
tastes than by preferences for public goods. This study explores the correlation between toxic emissions
presented in the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) and the demographic composition of Franklin County,
Ohio. Starting with a realistic specification of household preferences that produce the existing pattern
of residential sorting, this study simulates counterfactual changes in taste for environmental quality
and own-race neighbor preference, tracing the impact of these changes on racial segregation.

The empirical analysis of this study reveals that non-white households face higher level of
exposure to air pollution confirms issues of environmental injustice. Employing Bayer et al. [16]
exposure rate measures, our counterfactual simulation results show that heterogeneous taste for
neighborhood TRI emissions has little effect on racial segregation. However, when additionally turning
off heterogeneous tastes for neighborhood demographic composition, the segregation (as measured by
the over-exposure to households of the same race) of black and white households decreases by 7.63%
and 16.36%, respectively, and own-race neighbor preference contributes to segregation differently
according to household income. These results may help explain some recent puzzles in the relationship
between environmental quality and demographics. For example, Greenstone and Gallagher [11] found
that Superfund clean-ups are associated with economically small and statistically indistinguishable
from zero local changes in residential property values, property rental rates, housing supply,
total population, and the types of individuals living near the sites. Gamper-Rabindran et al. [12]
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showed that cleaning up a dirty neighborhood leads to not only increases in population density
and housing unit density and increases in mean household income and shares of college-educated,
but also to increases in the shares of minorities. Banzhaf and Walsh [13] found that investments in
low-public good communities can actually increase segregation. The rest of this study is organized as
follows: Section 2 focuses on a brief literature review; Section 3 presents our model of sorting over both
exogenous public goods and endogenous demographics; Section 4 describes data and techniques used
to create neighborhood level variables; Section 5 discusses the estimation results based on a two-stage
sorting model; and Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. Literature Review

This study follows three strands of literature: the role of public goods sorting on segregation,
impact of demographic tastes on segregation, and institutional/political discrimination-induced
segregation. After Tiebout’s [2] seminal paper, empirical Tiebout sorting models became one of the
important tools to analyze the relationship between location choices and household preferences for
local public goods. The basic idea of Tiebout sorting is that households face many communities
offering different levels of public goods. As households sort to choose their most preferred community,
their demands for public goods are revealed. Applications of the sorting model framework in the
previous literature mainly focused on the household residential location choice as bounded among a set
of possible alternatives by households. These alternatives are often defined by structural characteristics
of a house and the neighborhood attributes associated with each house. Bayer et al. [14] developed
a discrete choice model incorporating moving cost to examine the impact of air quality on metropolitan
areas throughout the US during 1990 and 2000. They innovatively used pollution from distant point
sources as instrumental variables to deal with the endogeneity between air pollution and unobservable
local characteristics. Using a rich dataset spanning 17 years of home sales in the Twin Cities area
of Minnesota, Klaiber and Phaneuf [15] analyzed how open space amenities affected households’
residential location choices applying a horizontal sorting model. To capture the variation across space
and time, which was neglected in the sorting model framework, Klaiber and Phaneuf defined housing
type by location, size and time. From the sorting model estimates, they found that heterogeneity across
types of open space and across households was shown to be a critical determinant of the welfare
impacts of the clean water, land, and legacy constitutional amendments.

Sorting on public goods has also been used to investigate the impact of public goods sorting
on demographic composition and racial inequality. Following Tiebout’s sorting model, Banzhaf and
Walsh [5] examined impacts of changes in exogenous public goods on local community demographics,
and the results provided strong empirical support for the notion that households “vote with their feet”
in response to changes in environmental quality. Bayer et al. [16] found that increased educational
attainment of blacks relative to whites in a city between 1990 and 2000 led to a significant rise in
segregation, especially for older blacks, and to a marked increase in the number of middle-class
black communities. Their research showed that these community measures intended to increase
welfare could actually result in increased segregation. This is important because many policies
being discussed in current American political spheres are aimed to decrease racial inequality. Since
1990, activists, academics, and policymakers have devoted great efforts to “environmental equity”,
and produced an extensive and sophisticated literature on the dimensions of differential environmental
risks on the basis of race and socioeconomic class position [17–22]. Mohai and Bryant [22] performed
a meta-analysis of 16 empirical studies on race and class disparities in the distribution of environmental
hazards, all of which found environmental disparities that were based on either race or income or
both. Therefore, cleaning up local disamenities may lead to further racially-based segregation, which
may result in negative outcomes for racially targeted policies aimed to encourage racial equality
through integration, since minority households no longer need to join white neighborhood to take
advantage of higher socioeconomic status. In the context of sorting over public goods, Banzhafand
Walsh [13] evaluated policy remedies that involved place-based investments in minority communities
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for reducing group inequity, and showed that investments in low-public good communities could
actually increase segregation.

The second strand literature followed by this study is studies of how demographic tastes affect
segregation. Racial inequity and residential segregation has been interesting topics for researchers
over a long period. Schelling [6,7] showed that “neighborhood tipping” can generate segregated
outcomes. Pancs et al. [8] examined the robustness of Schelling’s model, and found that, even if all
individual agents had a strict preferences for perfect integration, best-response dynamics would still
lead to segregation. More recently, Caetano and Maheshri [9] developed a method to empirically
implement the Schelling model of segregation to study racial segregation. The results showed
substantial heterogeneity in the existence and locations of tipping points and stable equilibria.

In addition to the role of sorting over public goods and tastes for segregation in driving racial
segregation, researchers also investigated the extent to which racial segregation can be blamed on past
discriminatory policies [23–25]. Glaeser and Vigdor [25] indicated that, in the 1940s, discrimination
by realtors and lenders was legal, and in fact effectively encouraged by Federal mortgage insurance
underwriting policies. Restrictive covenants were legal, and groups of whites terrorized blacks who
moved into white communities. It was also found in a number of studies that durably segregated
black neighborhoods are the product of pre-Civil Rights apartheid created by housing and urban
development policies [26–28].To solve problems of racial segregation from a political/institutional
perspective, place-based, people-based, and indirect policies are introduced by policy makers [29].
However, the effectiveness of these policies is doubtful. For example, the place-based policies aiming
to improve amenities in black neighborhoods often lead to increases in local housing prices. At the new
prices, existing residents may no longer be able to afford to live in the neighborhood, so that a black
neighborhood may simply convert into a white neighborhood, rather than becoming an integrated
area [30,31].

Although much research so far has focused on the forces driving segregation, studies of how
sorting on public goods alone drives segregation ignore the potential role of tastes for neighborhood
demographic composition, while studies of demographic tastes on segregation ignore the role of
sorting over public goods. Therefore, to explore the social mechanisms underlying the correlation
between public goods (particularly toxic emissions from TRI facilities) and local demographics,
this paper advances these three strands of literature through incorporating endogenous demographics
in a two-stage equilibrium sorting model, which is primarily designed to study sorting over exogenous
public goods. The equilibrium sorting model applied in our study closely follows the one developed
by Bayer et al. [32,33].

3. Empirical Methodology

3.1. Conceptual Model

This section describes a two-stage equilibrium sorting model that links neighborhood
demographic composition, public goods, and residential location choices. The sorting model begins
with the simple assumptions that the quantity and types of housing characteristics and public goods
vary across locations, and households choose a particular housing type to maximize household utility.
Housing type is characterized by both the vector of structural housing characteristics, Xh, and the
vector of location specific neighborhood attributes, Nh. To show that demographic composition is
determined in equilibrium, this study considers it separately from other neighborhood characteristics,
denoted as Dh. The neighborhood attribute of this study, i.e., TRI emissions, is included in the
neighborhood attribute vector, denoted by Nh. Each household chooses the dwelling location h from a
set of housing types H, which is defined by location in this study. Let ph denote the price of housing
type h; then, the explicit indirect utility function form is defined as:

Vih = βiXXh + βiN Nh + βiDDh + βip ph + ξh + εih (1)
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where Vih represents the indirect utility of household i choosing housing type h; ξh denotes the
unobserved attributes of the housing type h, which is valued the same by all households; εi

h is the
idiosyncratic error term; and βip, βiD and βiX are parameters to be estimated.

Defining each parameter associated with housing and neighborhood characteristics, neighborhood
demographics, and price as βik, for k ∈ {X, N, D}, then βik can be decomposed as a mean parameter
common across all households and an individual-specific component that varies with a household’s
observable characteristics, and the function of the household i′s taste for attribute k is given as:

βik = β0k +
Q

∑
q=1

βqkziq (2)

where Q is the number of household characteristics and ziq denotes the qth characteristic of household
i. This specification of the sorting model has two advantages. Firstly, households are not required to
have the same preference ordering across locations, and their preferences are allowed to vary over
each choice characteristic. The other advantage is the parameter for heterogeneity of preferences for
neighborhood demographic composition determines the role of demographic tastes on segregation.
In Equation (2), the household characteristics could also be interacted with house price, but this study
assumes a homogenous price parameter to simplify the counterfactual simulation.

To estimate the locational equilibrium, it is assumed that the idiosyncratic error term εih is
identically and independently distributed and has a Type I Extreme Value distribution. Given this
assumption, the probability household i select housing type h can be calculated and is denoted here as
Prih. Using these probabilities, the predicted aggregated demand for housing type h is obtained by
integrating the choice probabilities over the sample population:

Dh = ∑
i

Prih(X, N, D, p) (3)

The market clearing condition implies that the demand for houses of type h must be equal to the
supply of such houses, and then we have:

Sh = Dh = ∑
i

Prih(X, N, D, p) (4)

Given the indirect utility defined in Equation (1) and a fixed set of housing and neighborhood
attributes, Bayer et al. [34] showed that a unique set of prices clears the market.

3.2. Econometric Implementation

Estimation of the model follows a two-step strategy. In the first step, estimates are derived for
household preference parameters and the alternative-specific tastes parameters while in the second
step the mean taste parameters are recovered. Before proceeding to the second step of the estimation
strategy, Equation (2) is substituted into Equation (1) as:

Vih = δh + θih + εih (5)

where
δh = βiXXh + βiN Nh + βiDDh + βip ph + ξh (6)

and

θih =

(
∑
q

ziqβqX

)
Xh +

(
∑
q

ziqβqN

)
Nh +

(
∑
q

ziqβqD

)
Dh +

(
∑
q

ziqβqp

)
ph (7)

In Equations (5)–(7), δh defines variables common to all the households regardless of their
characteristics and θih defines variables unique to households which arise from differences in their
observed characteristics. With this expression of the indirect utility function, the first stage estimation
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recovers the alternative-specific constant, δh, and the household-specific taste parameters in θ via
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). With any combination of heterogeneous parameters in θ and
the alternative-specific constant, δh, the probability that each household i chooses housing type h can be
predicted. First stage estimates are contingent on assumptions that εih is identically and independently
distributed and has a Type I Extreme Value distribution. Then, the conditional logit probability of
household i choosing housing type h is defined as:

Prih =
eδh+θih

∑m eδm+θim
(8)

The log-likelihood for the household choices is defined as:

`` = ∑
i

∑
h

Iihln(Prih) (9)

where Iih is a dummy variable that equals 1 if household i chooses housing type h, and 0 otherwise.
The first stage estimation procedure aims to search parameters of θ and the vector of mean indirect
utilities δ to maximize ``.

However, when the choice set is large, like in this paper, the estimation of the conditional Logit
model is computationally restrictive. Following McFadden [35,36] to address the independence of
irrelevant alternatives problems associated with the logit specification, the estimation is simplified
using a subset of non-chosen alternatives for each household along with the chosen alternative in order
to estimate the household specific taste parameters. To get estimates of mean taste parameters, one for
each housing type, a proposed contraction mapping by Berry [37] is used. The mean taste parameters
derived from this method is consistent with the MLE.

In the second stage, the mean indirect utility estimated in the first stage is decomposed into
observable and unobservable components, as shown in Equation (6). Price endogeneity is a problem
that needs to be addressed before moving forward—that is, housing price is likely to be correlated with
housing and neighborhood characteristics that are not observed in the data. To solve this endogeneity
issue, a set of proper instruments for prices should be applied and estimated in the second stage.
Following Bayer et al. [32], this study creates instruments for prices based on the spatial foundations of
the housing market in that house prices in a given neighborhood are affected not only by the attributes
of the neighborhood itself, but may also be correlated with the features of distant neighborhoods. Since
the attributes of neighborhoods at a reasonable distance from a particular neighborhood can affect
equilibrium prices but not utility, the exogenous features of these distant neighborhoods may be good
instruments for prices. Two steps are applied to construct the instrumental variables.

The first step is to rearrange Equation (6) by moving the price to the left-hand side of the equation:

δh − βip ph = βiXXh + βiN Nh + βiDDh + ξh (10)

where δh denotes mean indirect utility for housing type h, and other variables are defined the same as
before. Then, a plausible value for β0ρ needs to be approximated, which is denoted as β̃0ρ and a vector
containing attributes of distant neighborhoods within 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-mile radius rings around
location of housing type h are added to the equation. The new equation is expressed as:

δh − βip ph = βiXXh + βiN Ñh + βiDD̃h + ξh (11)
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where the tildes indicate the inclusion of distant neighborhood attributes. With these new variables,
Equation (12) is estimated using ordinary least square (OLS). By setting the OLS residual, ξh, to zero,
the instrument for housing price is obtained:

ρiv
h =

δh − ( ˆβ0XXh + ˆβiN Ñh + ˆβiDD̃h)

β̃0ρ

(12)

To eliminate the dependence of the instrument on the initial value of β̃0ρ, this study applies
the strategy introduced by by Klaiber [15]. This strategy involves approximating the initial value
of β̃0ρ, then using the first estimates of ρiv

h and running the regression with this variable as
an instrument for price to get the new price coefficient. Replacement of this coefficient with the
initial value and estimating the equation with the second value of ρiv

h should be repeated until the
price coefficient stabilizes.

3.3. Counterfactual Segregation Analysis

To explore the effects of preferences for environmental quality and neighborhood demographic
composition on segregation, counterfactual simulations are carried out in this study. The core idea of
the simulation is to compare “observed” distribution of households with the “counterfactual” scenarios
in terms of segregation level.

The counterfactual simulations are conducted by switching off the heterogeneous preferences
for toxic emissions and neighborhood demographic composition. Under this new counterfactual
environment, the probability of households’ choices of each housing type can be calculated, and the
choices can be aggregated to the neighborhood level to predict the new demographic composition of
the neighborhood. The predicted neighborhood demographic composition is expressed in terms of the
probability that each household observed in the data chooses each house type in that neighborhood.
The contribution of household j made to the demographic composition of neighborhood n(h) is:

Zj
n(h) = ∑

k∈n(h)
Zj ∗ Pj

k (13)

The initial neighborhood demographic composition is then replaced by the predicted demographic
composition. The degree of residential segregation can be described from various dimensions, such as
evenness, exposure, concentration, centralization, and clustering [38]. This study examines the
dimension of “exposure”, following the definition of Bayer et al. [34]. To construct exposure rate,
calculations by neighborhood are made to determine the fraction of households in each of the race
categories that reside in the same neighborhood as a given household. The average exposure, E(rj, Rj),
of households of race j to households of race k are expressed as:

E(rj, Rj) =
∑i ri

jR
i
k

∑i ri
j

(14)

where ri
j is a dummy variable which equals 1 if household i is of race j, and Ri

k represents the fraction
of households of race k in household i’s neighborhood.

4. Data Sources

4.1. Neighborhood Attributes

This study draws on the census block group (CBG) to approximate residential neighborhoods,
and all the CBGs make up the choice set of neighborhoods. Each neighborhood is characterized
by sociodemographic composition and the level of public goods. For demographic composition,
this study only focuses on neighborhood racial composition. Other neighborhood attributes include
school-district quality, and environmental quality. School-district quality is measured by a ranking
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score which is calculated based on test scores released by the Ohio Department of Education. The area
of interest in this study is Franklin County, OH as it has the 29th largest black population in the
US (Source: 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates), while being fairly highly
segregated with a white–black dissimilarity index of 66.9 compared to a high of 87.9 and a low
31.7 among all US cities (Source: William H. Frey and Dowell Myers’ analysis of Census 2000; and the
Social Science Data Analysis Network). Figure 1 shows neighborhood racial change from 2000 to 2016
in Franklin County, in which the 2000 CBG boundary shapefile is used. For CBGs with changing
boundaries between 2000 and 2016, a share of each demographic count is assigned to CBGs based
on the percentage of the 2016 CBGs’ geographic area lying within each 2000 CBG. According to
changes in racial composition, this study classifies all CBGs into seven categories: Steady (261 CBGs),
white rise and black decline (68 CBGs), White rise and other races decline (26 CBGs), Black rise and
white decline (229 CBGs), Black rise and other races decline (17 CBGs), Other races rise and white
decline (213 CBGs), and Other races rise and black decline (69 CBGs). For those categories marked
“Steady”, the proportion change of each race in the neighborhood is less than 5% throughout the study
period. For those mixed categories of one rise and one decline, it means that the majority demographic
has risen at least 5%, while a secondary demographic has declined at least 5%. As can be seen in
Figure 1, the eastern half of the county is in much greater flux than the western half, and most of the
areas are marked as “Black rise and white decline” and “Other races rise and white decline”, indicating
that there are far more CBGs with a growing non-white population than there are with a growing
white population. Therefore, the idea of whites moving into neighborhoods and displacing residents
is not a major issue in Franklin County. It is important to notice from the racial change in Franklin
County that about half of its CBGs (442 CBGs) experienced a decline of white residents, and now
have fairly large shares of non-white residents. This contradicts the notion that many anti-segregation
policies encourage white households to move into non-white neighborhood. What are the reasons for
this racial change? Sorting on public goods or tastes for neighborhood demographic? Does this racial
change lead to residential segregation? Answers to these questions will provide policy implications
for the integration of Franklin County, OH.

Figure 1. Franklin county neighborhood racial change, 2000–2016.
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The interest of this study is to investigate the correlation between environmental quality and
neighborhood demographic composition (environmental justice), and how changes in heterogeneous
preferences for local environmental quality and neighborhood demographic composition will lead
to change in segregation patterns. Following the existing environmental justice literature [39–41],
environmental quality in this study is measured by toxic emissions at firms from Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) TRI. The TRI Program was created in 1986 to track the management
of certain toxic chemicals that are emitted by industrial facilities and may pose a threat to human
health and the environment. The advantages of this dataset are: (1) The TRI program provides rich
information on quantities, types, and release pathways (air, water, off-site, etc.) of approximately
650 toxic substances, and covers a wide range of industry sectors. The information collected and
presented has provided a way for households to better understand possible sources of pollution in
their communities. Since many toxic pollutants are known or suspected to cause serious health effects,
the availability of this information would affect households’ neighborhood choice; (2) Most importantly,
the EPA also gives the spatial coordinates, latitude and longitude, of each facility. Using this geographic
information enables the assigning of environmental quality data to each neighborhood. The assumption
of this study is made that toxic chemicals released from the TRI facilities only affect neighborhoods
within 0.25 miles (alternatively 0.5 miles) from the facility. Following Banzhaf and Walsh [5,13],
this study constructs 0.25-mile (alternatively 0.5-mile) buffers around each TRI facility, representing the
pollutant area. Release levels are assigned to neighborhoods based on the percentage of the pollutant
geographic area lying within each community. Considering the correlation between populations and
TRI emissions (i.e. neighborhoods with larger population size have more manufacturing facilities and
thus higher TRI emissions), the TRI emissions are weighted by population size during the estimation.

Issues using TRI data include: (1) EPA only requires facilities that use or produce more than
the threshold amount of listed toxic substances to report releases, and facilities may go in and out
of reporting even while continually emitting toxic chemicals; and (2) the list of toxic substances
has expanded over time to include more industries and chemicals. To reduce the amount of
informative misleading caused by these problems, this study uses a three-year lagged average and
keeps every facility that reported toxic emissions to the EPA between 2007 and 2009 for the year 2010.
Using a three-year lagged average toxic emission amount for each facility, this paper can represent
sufficient release level data that include all 67 TRI facilities. In addition, some other limitations to
consider are the assumption that information about environmental and neighborhood amenities
provided by the TRI dataset influence household behavior. This assumption is substantiated by
previous studies. For example, applying a series of hedonic property value models, Asadoorian [42]
showed that citizens were aware and concerned about TRI sites nearest to their homes. Recent studies
by Sanders [43] and Mastromonaco [44] also found that listing an existing firm in the TRI lowered
housing prices, and housing market participants did internalize information provided by TRI dataset
into prices. Next, pollution areas are defined arbitrarily as a set of 0.25-mile radius circles and the
estimation results may be sensitive to the defined size. To control for this, a sensitivity analysis
replicates the steps of the equilibrium sorting model using 0.5-mile radius buffer zones instead of
0.25-mile radius buffers.

4.2. Household and Housing Characteristics

The housing data used in this study include single-family residential real estate transaction
data between 2006 and 2010from Franklin County, Ohio. The property transaction data provide
transaction records for residential properties located in Franklin County. Each record includes the
property’s address, transaction price and the structural characteristics of the house. The structural
characteristics used in this study include the number of bedrooms, age of structure, central air
conditioner, and fireplace. Each transaction is assigned to a neighborhood based on its geographic
location. After organizing the data, there are 43,252 transaction records in the dataset.
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Although providing a comprehensive set of housing characteristics and precise location for each
house, these housing transaction data do not include information about the households occupying the
houses. The absence of individual household data makes researchers applying sorting models confront
a tradeoff between spatial resolution of variables and the ability to observe individual household
characteristics. In this study, household characteristics are approximated using census block (CB) and
CBG level data from 2010 census. Individual household income and household size, and whether
have children in family are approximated at CBG level (household income data for each block group
in 2010 are obtained from 2007–2011 American Community Survey 5-year estimate). Household
race is approximated at CB level, and is divided into three categories: white, black and other races.
To assign a race to each householder, this study assumes that population is uniformly distributed.
If the percentage of white population in the block is higher than that in the total sample, then all the
householders in this block are white. The same logic is used to define households of black and other
races. The measurement error from approximating individual household characteristics by assigning
block and block group aggregates may have implications for the efficiency and consistency of the
estimates. For efficiency, the loss of variation across households will result in lost precision in first-stage
estimates, as the assignment process reduces the variability in these demographic variables. However,
to address the efficiency issue, a large sample size increases variability within the full sample dataset,
resulting in consistent first stage estimates. Since the unobserved attribute ξh is subsumed into δh
during estimation, the second stage population average parameter estimates should be consistent in
any case [15]. Dropping neighborhoods, which are defined by the census block groups, with no single
family housing transaction records, our sample contains 848 neighborhoods.

The household, housing, and neighborhood characteristics based on pollution status summary
statistics are shown in Table 1. For household characteristics, Table 1 shows that non-white households
with lower income and lower educational attainment are more likely to live in the neighborhoods
with TRI emissions. As to neighborhood characteristics, the table indicates that 92 (10.8% of the total
sample) neighborhoods are exposed to TRI toxic emissions, and neighborhoods exposed to TRI toxic
releases have larger non-white population than neighborhoods with no release exposure. The summary
statistics for housing attributes show that house prices in the polluted neighborhoods are lower than
houses in the neighborhoods without pollution.

Table 1. Summary statistics for key variables.

Variable
Full Sample Without TRI Release With TRI Release

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Household Characteristics
Median Household Income ($10,000) 6.326 3.304 6.438 3.348 4.866 2.082

Household Size 2.540 0.344 2.546 0.350 2.495 0.272
Children in Family 0.478 0.499 0.480 0.500 0.463 0.498

Educational Attainment 0.577 0.494 0.585 0.493 0.470 0.499
White 0.719 0.462 0.727 0.237 0.646 0.308
Black 0.199 0.399 0.191 0.233 0.270 0.309

Other Races 0.082 0.312 0.082 0.047 0.084 0.057
N 43,252 38,577 4675

Housing Characteristics
House Price ($10,000) 16.007 17.654 16.240 17.962 11.012 7.526
Number of Bedrooms 3.188 0.664 3.204 0.667 3.061 0.626

House Age 45.503 93.70 45.956 103.900 46.765 101.068
Air Conditioner 0.839 0.368 0.843 0.363 0.735 0.442

Fireplace 0.499 0.609 0.514 0.610 0.312 0.488
N 43,252 38,577 4675
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable
Full Sample Without TRI Release With TRI Release

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Neighborhood Attributes (N = 848)
Percent Census Block Group White 0.676 0.270 0.688 0.261 0.566 0.320
Percent Census Block Group Black 0.237 0.267 0.224 0.257 0.345 0.321

Percent Census Block Group Other Races 0.087 0.058 0.087 0.058 0.089 0.062
Toxic Release (1000 pounds) 1.659 2.032 0 0 15.291 60.259

School-district Ranking Score 0.406 0.265 0.413 0.268 0.350 0.229
N 848 756 92

Note: This table reports summary statistics for the whole sample and the subsamples of households with and
without TRI release exposure. The “Educational Attainment” variable is defined as a dummy variable, which equals
1 if householder has a high school degree or higher), and equals 0 otherwise. The “Children in Family” variable is
a dummy variable that is 1 if there are children in a household.

5. Estimation Results

5.1. First Stage Estimation Results

Using the dataset created above, this study explores the correlation between TRI toxic emissions
and racial segregation, and how tastes for endogenous demographics blur the role of exogenous public
goods on segregation. Primary results focus on estimations using 0.25-mile radius buffer around TRI
facilities. The model regressed in this study is a two-stage equilibrium sorting model, in which the first
stage estimation recovers the household-specific taste parameters as well as a vector of mean indirect
utilities for each neighborhood. In specifying the model, a limited set of interactions is included
between household characteristics and neighborhood attributes to conserve the estimation’s degrees
of freedom and limit potential problems of collinearity. The first stage estimation results using the
specified interactions of household characteristics with housing and neighborhood attributes are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Sorting model estimation results—first-stage estimation.

Estimate Std. Err.

Interaction parameters from first stage estimation
Household Size × Number of Bedrooms 0.005 0.016

Children in Family× School-district Ranking Score 0.740 *** 0.035
Educational Attainment × School-district Ranking Score 0.173 *** 0.031

Educational Attainment × Percent Census Block Group Black −0.760 *** 0.065
Educational Attainment × Percent Census Block Group Other Races −4.018 *** 0.213

Black × Percent Census Block Group Black 7.100 *** 0.057
Black × Percent Census Block Group Other Races −3.404 *** 0.221

Other Races × Percent Census Block Group Other Races 1.965 *** 0.020
Other Races × Percent Census Block Group Black −0.182 ** 0.066

Black × TRI Release 1.082 *** 0.077
Other Races × TRI Release 0.194 ** 0.082

Household Income × TRI Release −0.184 *** 0.020
Household Income× Percent Census Block Group Black −0.869 *** 0.012

Household Income × Percent Census Block Group Other Races −1.092 *** 0.028
Likelihood Ratio 48,644

Note: This table reports the estimation results of the two-stage sorting model. To avoid collinearity, race “white” is
dropped in the estimation. *** indicates statistical significance at 1% level; ** indicates statistical significance at 5%
percent level.
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Coefficients of interactions from the first stage indicate variation in the households’ preferences for
specific housing and neighborhood characteristics of their housing choice. The interest of the first-stage
estimation is the signs rather than the magnitude of the coefficients. Signs for Coefficients of interactions
are all as expected, and statistically significant. More specifically, the a priori expectations concerning
interactions of household specific characteristics with levels of TRI releases, and with neighborhood
demographic composition are as expected. A positive coefficient for interactions of blacks and other
races with TRI emissions indicates that households of black and other races have an increased
likelihood of choosing neighborhoods with increased TRI emissions than whites. The negative
coefficient for the interaction of household income with emission level is interpreted as, if households’
observed income increases, there is a decreasing likelihood of those households to choose housing
in neighborhoods exposed to pollution. These results are consistent with previous studies [45,46]
that non-white households are more likely to sort into neighborhoods with higher toxic release
levels, and relatively wealthy households are more able to afford access to environmentally superior
neighborhoods, confirming that TRI emissions do enter households’ residential location decision
making [5]. As communities exist with various levels of TRI emissions, interactions from the first-stage
estimation describe households’ heterogeneous preferences for neighborhood environmental quality.
The interactions of household race with neighborhood demographic composition (race “White” is
dropped in the regression to avoid collinearity) implies that households prefer living in a closer
spatial proximity to households of the same race as themselves. The negative coefficient for the
interaction between black households and “Percent Census Block Group other races” indicates
that, compared with neighbors of other races, black households are more prone to live with
white neighbors. Similarly, compared with black neighbors, households of other races are more
likely to select white neighbors. Looking at interactions of household income with neighborhood
demographic composition, the negative coefficients imply that, while controlling for all the other
factors, an increase in household income will decrease the likelihood of choosing a neighborhood with
a higher proportion of non-white population. The coefficient of interaction between householder’s
educational attainment and neighborhood demographic composition shows that households with
higher educational attainment are less likely to select neighborhoods with higher percentage of
non-white population. The first-stage estimation confirms the heterogeneity in preferences for both
neighborhood public goods and demographic composition.

Other interactions of household characteristics with housing and neighborhood characteristics
include the interaction between household size and number of bedrooms, the interaction of whether
have children in family with school-district ranking score, and interaction of householders’ educational
attainment with the school-district ranking score. In accordance with previous studies [15,47], larger
households prefer larger houses. The coefficient for the interaction of households have children with
the school-district ranking score is positive, indicating households with children care more about
school quality. A positive coefficient for interactions of householder’s educational attainment with
school-district ranking score indicates that highly educated households are more inclined to choose
neighborhoods with higher school quality.

5.2. Second Stage Estimation Results

Using the estimation results of the mean utility from the first stage estimation as dependent
variables, the second stage estimation can be implemented. As shown in Equation (10), there may
be a correlation between housing prices and unobserved housing/neighborhood characteristics in
the second stage estimation. For example, two identical houses in neighborhood of identical quality
may have different prices, depending on how they are situated compared with other houses in nearby
communities. To solve this endogeneity problem, following Bayer et al. [32], an instrumental variable
is introduced in the second stage, which is created based on Equations (11) and (12). The auxiliary
regression includes the same variables as those estimated in the second stage for the 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-,
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and 5-mile rings around each neighborhood centroid. With this instrument in place an IV regression of
Equation (10) is run and the results are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Sorting model estimation results—second-stage estimation.

Estimate Std. Err.

Second-stage IV estimation results
House price ($10,000) −0.417 *** 0.013
Number of Bedrooms 2.494 *** 0.092

Fire Place 1.628 *** 0.070
House Age −0.727 *** 0.025

Air Conditioner 1.107 *** 0.061
TRI Release −0.732 *** 0.093

Percent Census Block Group Black −3.435 *** 0.127
Percent Census Block Group Other Races −2.239 *** 0.393

School-district Ranking Score 3.507 *** 0.145
R2 0.37

Note: The second-stage is estimated using IV method. The instrumental variables for house price are created based
on attributes of distant neighborhoods within 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-mile rings around each location. *** indicates
statistical significance at 1% level.

Parameters estimated in the second stage returned the mean preferences for housing and
neighborhood characteristics. Table 3 shows that the price coefficient is negative and statistically
significant, which means that houses with higher price result in lower utility ceteris paribus. Houses
with more bedrooms and equipped with fireplaces and central air conditioning are more preferred,
while older houses provide lower utility. Of particular interest for this study are the coefficients for
TRI emission variables and neighborhood demographic composition (Percent Census Block Group
black and Percent Census Block Group other races) in the second stage. The expected negative and
significant coefficients for TRI emissions are obtained, which is consistent with previous literature
finding that TRI facilities lower nearby housing values [44]. The negative coefficients for the variables
of “Percent Census Block Group Black” and “Percent Census Block Group Other Races” indicating that
neighborhoods with higher percentages of non-white population are less attractive than neighborhoods
composed mostly of white residents. Sensitivity analysis is used to check the robustness of results from
Tables 2 and 3. An alternative definition of the toxic release exposure variable is tested using 0.5-mile
radius buffer around each TRI reported facility instead of 0.25-mile. The estimation process is then
replicated. As shown in Table A1, though the magnitude of the coefficients related to TRI emissions
from the sensitivity analysis is bigger, the qualitative nature of the results does not change with the
new specification.

5.3. Simulation Results

The results of our sorting model reveal that preferences for environmental quality and own-race
neighbors might drive residential segregation among households according to race. The disutility
associated with environmental hazards is likely to cause households to move to neighborhoods
with lower levels of environmental hazards, resulting in excess housing supply in neighborhoods
with higher levels of environmental hazard exposure, with an overall decrease of housing prices.
Thus, households (such as low-income black households) that put priority of house price over
environmental safety would move to neighborhoods with increased environmental hazards, resulting
in potential housing segregation and public good (e.g., clean air) inequality. In addition, sorting over
endogenous demographics could also drive segregation. Persistent racial residential segregation is
often considered as the result of whites preferring to live with whites while blacks wish to live near
many other blacks [48].
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To explore the relationship between residential segregation and household preferences for
environmental quality and neighborhood demographics, a counterfactual simulation is conducted by
switching off heterogeneous preference for TRI emissions and preferences for self-segregation. In the
simulation, this study assumes that households’ preferences over TRI emissions and neighborhood
demographic composition do not change with household race and thus taste parameters of interactions
between neighborhood TRI release and neighborhood demographic composition with household race
are turned off. While the probabilities that each neighborhood is selected as a result of households
change in response to the two counterfactual scenarios, the corresponding predicted demographic
composition is calculated to replace the initial composition applying these probabilities. Since the
sorting model itself does not perfectly predict the location choices each household makes, it is important
to point out that the neighborhood sociodemographic measures initially estimated by the model will
not match the observed sociodemographic composition of each neighborhood. Therefore, before
calculating the predicted demographic compositions for each simulation scenario, this study first
solved for the initial estimation error associated with each neighborhood, and added this initial
prediction error to the sociodemographic measures calculated in each counterfactual scenario. Using
the new neighborhood demographic composition, the degree of neighborhood racial segregation,
which is measured by own-race exposure rate following the definition of Bayer et al. (2004), is
calculated. To construct own-race exposure rate, calculations by neighborhood are made by
determining the fraction of households in the three different race categories that reside in the same
neighborhood as the household of interest, and averages are then created for these neighborhoods over
all households of a given race. The sorting model results show that households with different income
differ in preferences for TRI emissions and neighborhood demographic composition. Therefore, the
own-race over-exposure rate by income quantiles summarized to investigate the different effects of
TRI emissions and demographic composition on racial segregation among different income classes.

The counterfactual simulation results summarized in Table 4 describe effects of preferences
for exogenous TRI emission and endogenous demographic composition on shaping the extent of
neighborhood residential segregation by reporting three sets of exposure rate: (1) observed own-race
exposure rate; (2) simulated own-race exposure rate by switching off only heterogeneous preference for
TRI emissions with respect to race; and (3) the simulated own-race exposure rate by switching off both
TRI emissions and same-race neighbor preferences. The main purpose of the simulation analysis is the
comparison between the observed and both simulated segregation patterns. The overall neighborhood
racial composition of Franklin County is 67.35% white, 23.92% black and 8.73% other races. Table 4A
reports the observed race exposure rates in the sample. Taking black households as an example, these
measures imply that black households in Franklin County live in communities comprised of 41.00%
white, 50.76% black and 8.23% other races on average. Comparing the measured exposure rates to the
racial composition of the whole sample—67.35% white, 23.92% black and 8.73% other races—there
is obvious evidence that black households live in communities with approximately two times the
fraction of black households than would be found if they were uniformly distributed across the study
area. The majority of the additional fraction of black households in communities in which black
households live is offset by a decrease of white households. The remaining race exposure rates indicate
that households of each race living with households of same race in proportion, are higher than the
proportion for the entirety of Franklin County.

Table 4B shows the counterfactual exposure rates of eliminating heterogeneous tastes for TRI
emissions. Differences between the simulated and observed own-race over-exposure rate in the last
column of Table 4 show that own-race over-exposure rates changed little, indicating that differences in
neighborhood TRI emissions have a modest effect on neighborhood demographics. The slight increase
in black residential segregation in this simulation scenario suggests that cleaning up all the dirty
neighborhoods will not alleviate the residential segregation of black households. Therefore, the current
residential segregation pattern is driven more by other factors (e.g., own-race neighbor preference) than
the TRI emissions. To investigate further, another counterfactual simulation is conducted, during which
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both heterogeneous tastes for TRI emission with respect to race and own-race neighbor preferences
are switched off. Results are reported in Table 4C. When additionally turning off taste parameters
of the interactions of neighborhood demographic composition with household race, the segregation
(as measured by the over-exposure to households of the same race) of black household and white
households decreases by 7.63% and 16.36%, respectively, while own-race over-exposure rate of other
races changes slightly. Compared with Table 4B, changes of exposure rates reported in Table 4C are
much larger than those reported in Table 4B, indicating that segregation is driven more by demographic
tastes than by tastes for exogenous environmental quality.

Table 4. Simulation Results of Race Exposure Rates.

Panel A

Observed Own-Race Exposure rate Over-Exposure

Household Race Percent White Percent Black Percent other

White 86.21% 6.04% 7.75% 18.86%
Black 41.00% 50.76% 8.23% 26.84%
Other 47.19% 20.71% 32.09% 23.36%

Panel B (switch off Heterogeneous Taste for TRI Emissions with Respect to Race)

Simulation Results of Race Exposure Rate Over-Exposure Change in Own-Race
“over-exposure” (Panel B – Panel A)Household Race Percent White Percent Black Percent Other

White 85.28% 7.09% 7.63% 17.93% −0.93%
Black 39.78% 52.47% 7.74% 28.55% 1.71%
Other 45.99% 22.27% 31.73% 23.00% −0.36%

Panel C (switch off Heterogeneous Tastes for TRI Emissions with Respect to Race and Preferences for Own-Race Neighbors)

Simulation Results of Race Exposure Rate Over-Exposure Change in Own-Race
“over-exposure” (Panel C – Panel B)Household Race Percent White Percent Black Percent Other

White 77.65% 16.09% 6.26% 10.30% −7.63%
Black 44.06% 36.20% 19.74% 12.28% −16.37%
Other 45.68% 22.48% 31.84% 23.11% 1.10%

Overall 67.35% 23.92% 8.73%

Note: This table shows the average fraction of households of the race shown in the column heading that reside in
the same neighborhood as households of the race shown in the row heading. Own-race “over-exposure” is the
difference between own-race exposure rate and the overall distribution of household race in the sample. Panel A
shows the observed pattern of segregation. Panel B reports simulated results that eliminate the heterogeneous tastes
for TRI emissions. Panel C reports the simulated results that switch off both TRI emissions and own race preferences.

Intuitively, if neighborhoods segregation is driven by differences in the TRI release level, cleaning
up polluted neighborhoods would reduce segregation, and our results show that sorting on TRI
emissions drive little correlation between emissions and demographics. However, changes in TRI
emissions could trigger sorting on demographics based on income level. Since higher income minorities
do not need to join white neighborhoods to enjoy higher levels of public goods, they select to live
in a closer spatial proximity to households of the same race with themselves. To test whether effects
of heterogeneous tastes for TRI emissions and demographic composition on racial segregation vary
according to household income level, Table 5 reports the own-race over-exposure rate based on
income quantiles. Table 5A shows that white households are more segregated in higher income
groups, while black households are more segregated in lower income groups. For households
of other races, this study finds that 1st and 4th income quantiles are the most segregated groups.
When turning off heterogeneous preference for TRI emissions, slight changes are found in own-race
over-exposure rates for white and other other-race households of different income quantiles. However,
segregation of black households in the 3rd and 4th income quantiles increases by 2.81% and 3.49%,
respectively, which confirms that changes of TRI release levels could trigger segregation of black
households with higher income. Table 5C shows that the effects of heterogeneous tastes for TRI
emissions with respect to race and own-race neighbor preferences on racial segregation are different
according to income level. Compared with Table 4B, the own-race over-exposure rates decrease most
in the 4th income quantile for the white households, but decrease most in the 1st income quantile
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for black households. The segregation pattern of other-race households in all four income groups
changes slightly. The analysis results reveal a more significant role of own-race neighbor preference
in residential racial segregation dynamics, and this preference contributes to segregation differently
according to household income.

Table 5. Simulation Results of Own-Race Over-Exposure Rates by Income Quantile.

Panel A: Observed Own-Race Over-Exposure rate

Income Quantile 1st Quantile 2nd Quantile 3rd Quantile 4th Quantile
White 15.44% 16.81% 18.62% 21.55%
Black 34.30% 19.10% 15.29% 3.49%
Other 20.80% 16.31% 14.67% 26.85%

Panel B: Switch off Heterogeneous Taste for TRI Emissions with Respect to Race

Income Quantile 1st Quantile 2nd Quantile 3rd Quantile 4th Quantile
White 15.11% 15.60% 17.61% 20.69%
Black 35.68% 20.80% 18.10% 6.89%
Other 20.13% 16.01% 14.37% 26.74%

Panel C: Switch off Heterogeneous Tastes for TRI Emissions with Respect to Race and
Preferences for Own-Race Neighbors

Income Quantile 1st Quantile 2nd Quantile 3rd Quantile 4th Quantile
White 9.58% 8.94% 10.08% 11.65%
Black 14.08% 10.60% 9.13% 6.60%
Other 21.62% 15.08% 12.82% 26.49%

Note: This table shows the own-race over-exposure for households of different races based on income class.

Racial residential segregation has been a continuous issue in American society, which may
attribute to the combination of sorting over public goods and preferences over neighborhood
demographic composition. Segregation holds a longstanding position as one of the prime suspects
in explaining the persistent inequality between blacks and whites, such as increases rates of black
poverty and overall black–white income disparities [49]. However, consistent with previous research
findings that investments in low-public good communities have no effect on or can actually increase
segregation [4,13], the simulation results show that public goods, such as neighborhood environmental
quality, make little contribution to racial segregation, and current racial distribution patterns are
driven more by neighborhood demographic preference. These findings imply that, to reduce racial
segregation, by making investments in public goods, other factors such as own-race preference should
also be considered when making segregation-reducing policies.

6. Conclusions

Tiebout stylized models describe the distribution of public goods across different demographic
groups, and how changes in public goods drive sorting over neighborhood demographics. However,
Tiebout models have tended to ignore the role of sorting over endogenous demographics on segregation.
Following the idea of a two-stage equilibrium sorting model, this paper argues that both sorting on
exogenous public goods and endogenous sorting on demographics can drive segregation, using
Franklin County, Ohio as the study area.

The two-stage equilibrium sorting model used in this paper allows households’ preferences for
housing and neighborhood characteristics to vary with households’ characteristics, with the first stage
estimation recovering household-specific taste parameters. Results from first stage estimation indicate
that non-white households are more likely to sort into neighborhood with higher TRI emissions,
and households with lower income are also more likely to choose houses exposed to increased toxic
releases. Coefficients for interactions of household race with neighborhood demographic composition
indicate that households prefer to live close to households of same race as themselves.
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To shed light on the role of heterogeneous tastes for public goods and endogenous demographics
on shaping the extent of segregation, two counterfactual scenarios are designed: (1) simulated own-race
exposure rate by switching off only heterogeneous preference for TRI emissions with respect to race;
and (2) simulated own-race exposure rate by switching off both heterogeneous taste for TRI emissions
and own-race preferences. The counterfactual simulations of this study show that, although sorting
on TRI emissions drive correlations between emissions with demographics, the effect is limited.
In particular, since there is little reason to sort on exogenous public goods, improving public good
levels in disadvantaged neighborhood in Franklin County may not decrease segregation. Residents
who sort into neighborhoods with lower environmental quality place high priority on low-cost
housing compared to environmental quality. Improving environmental quality may lead to increases
in housing prices, and poor residents have to move to neighborhood with lower housing prices—for
example, by moving to neighborhoods with higher proportion of minorities, which leads to greater
segregation. However, a more significant role of own-race neighbor preference in residential racial
segregation dynamics is revealed, and this preference contributes to segregation differently according
to household income. A video experiment carried out by Krysan et al. [48] showed that, net of social
class, neighborhood racial composition significantly influence households’ neighborhood preferences,
which is consistent with findings of this study.

Regarding the racial change in Franklin County from 2000 to 2016, results of this study have
two implications. First, finding that non-white households face higher levels of exposure to air
pollution confirms issues of environmental injustice, and highlight the need for strategies to reduce
race disparities in environmental hazard exposure. Second, place-based anti-segregation policies may
pose a dilemma for Franklin County. The goal of place-based policies is either to improve the housing
stock or exogenous public goods in black neighborhoods to encourage white households to move in or
to create affordable housing options that allow black households to move into white neighborhoods.
Figure 1 shows that there are far fewer CBGs with a growing white population than there are with
a growing non-white population, suggesting policies aiming to improve exogenous public goods in
underserved neighborhoods have not effectively attracted white population. On the contrary, policies
such as increasing affordable housing options in predominantly white neighborhoods may decrease
segregation, as Figure 1 shows that about half of the CBGs experienced a rise of non-white population.
However, Figure 1 also shows that CBGs with a growing non-white population also experienced
a decline of white population, which can be explained by Schelling’s “Neighborhood Tipping”. Tipping
refers to a process in which entrance of a few members of a minority into a neighborhood causes some
among the formerly homogeneous population to leave, leading to severe segregation. The result that
own-race preference plays a more important role in driving segregation confirms the tipping effect.

Limitations of this analysis include using a limited set of neighborhood characteristics for the
reason of data accessibility and aggregation of neighborhood level data as a proxy for household
composition. Future research should include a comprehensive set of neighborhood and individual
attributes to overcome the shortcomings of the present study. Moreover, this paper assumes that all
households are fully informed about neighborhood disamenities caused by TRI releases, and further
research should take an effort to distinguish between informed and uninformed households.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Sensitivity Test Results of the Sorting Model Estimation with 0.5-mile Radius Buffers around
each TRI Facility.

Estimate Std. Err.

Interaction parameters from first stage estimation
Household Size ×Number of Bedrooms 0.001 0.016

Children in Family× School-district Ranking Score 0.737 *** 0.035
Educational Attainment × School-district Ranking Score 0.173 *** 0.031

Educational Attainment× Percent Black −0.754 *** 0.065
Educational Attainment × Percent Other Races −4.015 *** 0.213

Black × Percent Black 7.085 *** 0.057
Black × Percent Other Races −3.461 *** 0.221

Other Races × Percent Other Races 1.965 *** 0.020
Other Races × Percent Black −0.177 ** 0.066

Black × TRI Release 0.590 *** 0.052
Other Races × TRI Release 0.041 * 0.054

Household Income × TRI Release −0.157 *** 0.016
Household Income × Percent Black −0.868 *** 0.012

Household Income × Percent Other Races −1.094 *** 0.028

Second-stage IV estimation results
House price ($10,000) −0.403 *** 0.012
Number of Bedrooms 2.410 *** 0.088

Fire Place 1.559 *** 0.066
House Age −0.718 *** 0.024

Air Conditioner 1.064 *** 0.059
TRI Release −0.684 *** 0.129

Percent Black population −3.341 *** 0.121
Percent Other race population −2.492 *** 0.377
School-district Ranking Score 3.361 *** 0.138

Note: This table reports the estimation results of the two-stage sorting model defining 0.5-mile radius buffers
as the TRI pollutant areas. To avoid collinearity, race “white” is dropped in the estimation. The second-stage is
estimated using IV method. The instrumental variables for house price are created based on attributes of distant
neighborhoods within 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-mile rings around each location. *** indicates statistical significance at 1%
level; ** indicates statistical significance at 5% percent level; * indicates statistical significance at 10% percent level.
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